Junior Designer
London / Seattle / Singapore

About MomentumABM.
MomentumABM is an account-based marketing consultancy. We help global B2B
organisations transform how their sales and marketing teams grow their biggest customers.
Over the last eight years we have become the top destination for global organisations with
complex offerings across technology, financial services and professional services.
You can expect to work with some of the world’s most exciting brands, including Google,
Amazon, Adobe, Oracle, and Microsoft. Our clients work in competitive markets and look
to us to help them find differentiation – with go-to-market strategies that put customer
relationships first through sales and marketing partnership.
Our teams work at the intersection of insight, consultancy, and creative. We bring these
disciplines together to help our clients build their businesses. If you’re up for a challenge
and excited to be part of a new way for sales and marketing to come together, we’ll offer
everything you need to build and grow your career.
Where You Come In.
As our Junior Designer, you will play a vital role delivering a key offering for our clients.
Reporting to the Creative Director, you will be responsible for the design and execution of
innovative presentation documents and other marketing assets. You’re able to work to tight
deadlines and communicate effectively to internal stakeholders on the progress of your
work. You will be comfortable working on master templates, designing and redesigning
slides, adding animation and creating infographics. Your PowerPoint and Adobe CC
proficiency is exceptional, with good experience in InDesign, Photoshop and Illustrator.
You will also be confident in creating inspiring presentations and will work efficiently within
brand guidelines with great accuracy and speed.

Key Responsibilities & Skills
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designing and executing presentation decks for multiple clients
Knowledge in PowerPoint / advanced technical skills
Proficient with Adobe CC on a Mac
Formal qualification in graphic design or otherwise relevant discipline
An eye for detail and high accuracy even whilst under pressure
Strong layout, digital design, colour and typography skills
Ability to work in a fast-paced environment on multiple presentations
Willing to support team across other design pieces other than presentation
Highly organised and able to assist with determining project scope
Creative thinking and strong visual sense
Strong written grammar

For more information on the role or to express your interest, email Momentum Talent
Parnter, harriet.perkins@wearemomentum.com

